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Objective: To investigate whether trauma exposure moderates the
genetic correlation between substance use disorders and psychiatric
disorders, we tested whether trauma exposure modifies the association
of genetic risks for mental disorders with alcohol misuse and nicotine
dependence (ND) symptoms.
Methods: High-resolution polygenic risk scores (PRSs) were calculated
for 10 732 US Army soldiers (8346 trauma-exposed and 2386 trauma-
unexposed) based on genome-wide association studies of bipolar
disorder (BD), major depressive disorder, and schizophrenia.
Results: The main finding was a significant BD PRS-by-trauma
interaction with respect to alcohol misuse (P = 6.07 9 10�3). We
observed a positive correlation between BD PRS and alcohol misuse in
trauma-exposed soldiers (r = 0.029, P = 7.5 9 10�3) and a negative
correlation in trauma-unexposed soldiers (r = �0.071, P = 5.61 9
10�4). Consistent (nominally significant) result with concordant effect,
directions were observed in the schizophrenia PRS-by-trauma
interaction analysis. The variants included in the BD PRS-by-trauma
interaction showed significant enrichments for gene ontologies related
to high voltage-gated calcium channel activity (GO:0008331,
P = 1.51 9 10�5; GO:1990454, P = 4.49 9 10�6; GO:0030315,
P = 2.07 9 10�6) and for Beta1/Beta2 adrenergic receptor signaling
pathways (P = 2.61 9 10�4).
Conclusions: These results indicate that the genetic overlap between
alcohol misuse and BD is significantly moderated by trauma exposure.
This provides molecular insight into the complex mechanisms that link
substance abuse, psychiatric disorders, and trauma exposure.
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Significant outcomes

• There is a gene-by-trauma crossing interaction between bipolar disorders on alcohol misuse with a
positive correlation in trauma-exposed soldiers and a negative correlation in trauma-unexposed sol-
diers.

• The variants included in the gene-by-trauma interaction showed significant enrichments for gene
ontologies related to high voltage-gated calcium channel activity and for Beta1/Beta2 adrenergic
receptor signaling pathways.
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Limitations

• Gene-by-environment genome-wide interaction studies of cohorts with larger sample sizes are needed
to understand better how trauma exposure affects genome regulation in determining psychiatric dis-
orders.

• Experimental studies are required to confirm our hypothesis regarding the role of L-type calcium
channels and beta adrenergic receptors signaling as molecular targets for the treatment of alcohol
misuse.

Introduction

A predisposition to psychiatric disorders—either
one trait in an individual or a comorbid set of dis-
orders—is related to the complex interplay of mul-
tiple genetic and environmental factors. Recent
studies conducted using large genome-wide data-
sets showed a strong genetic overlap among psy-
chiatric disorders (1, 2), providing molecular
validation to underpin the psychiatric comorbidity
observed. Exposure to traumatic life events is
probably the most investigated environmental fac-
tor in psychiatry, and there is consistent evidence
that trauma exposure is associated with an
increased risk of mental illness and with worse out-
comes in psychiatric patients (3, 4). The role of
trauma exposure in the comorbidity between sub-
stance use disorders and other psychiatric disor-
ders is particularly evident: Subjects with mental
illness exposed to traumatic events are more likely
to be affected by substance use disorders than
unexposed psychiatric patients (5, 6). These obser-
vations strongly suggest that the trauma exposure
affects the phenotypic expression of human genetic
variation, moderating the predisposition to mental
illness comorbidity.

To date, however, there is only limited informa-
tion from gene-by-trauma investigations to inform
the biological nature of these comorbidities. Previ-
ous studies that focused on candidate stress-response
genes, such as SLC6A4*5-HTTLPR, PER1, and
FKBP5 (7–9), show evidence of pleiotropy (10), but
these studies have not examined predictors of
comorbidity. Recently, we conducted a genome-
wide gene-by-trauma interaction study of alcohol
misuse in more than 24 000 individuals, identifying
PRKG1 as a risk locus (11). Although the role of this
gene in trauma response is strongly supported by
studies conducted in animal models (12, 13), varia-
tion at this locus explains only a small fraction of
the polygenic architecture contributing to the mental
health consequences of trauma exposure. Genome-
wide investigations, that is, genome-wide association
studies (GWAS) and gene-by-environment genome-
wide interaction studies (GEWIS), could help to

uncover the genetic basis of complex traits, but very
large sample sizes (N > 100 000) may be needed to
identify numerous risk loci. However, it is also possi-
ble to use the summary statistics from large GWAS
to investigate the genetic correlation among complex
traits (14). In particular, high-resolution polygenic
risk scores (PRSs) derived from large GWAS can
identify phenotypes that share genetic vulnerability
and PRSs derived from psychiatric disorders were
able to predict substance use disorders in indepen-
dent cohorts (15–17). A PRS approach can be used
to test the effect of trauma exposure in the genetic
predisposition to comorbidity between substance
abuse disorders and other psychiatric illnesses, pro-
viding information regarding the mechanisms by
which traumatic events affect the phenotypic expres-
sion of human variation on a genome-wide basis.

The aim of this study was to investigate whether
trauma exposure modifies the association of
genetic risks for mental disorders with alcohol mis-
use and nicotine dependence (ND) symptoms. To
do this, we calculated high-resolution PRS for US
soldiers of European descent from the Army Study
to Assess Risk and Resilience in Servicemembers
(STARRS) (18) using summary statistics from
large genome-wide association studies of bipolar
disorder (BD) (19), major depressive disorder
(MDD) (20), and schizophrenia (21) conducted by
the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium (PGC).
Then, we tested whether trauma exposure moder-
ates the correlation of alcohol and nicotine use dis-
orders with psychiatric PRS. We focused this
investigation only on these three psychiatric disor-
ders to avoid reducing statistical power due to
multiple testing comparison correction.

Material and methods

Participants

The Army STARRS project is the largest study of
mental health risk and resilience ever conducted
in military personnel (18). Subjects investigated in
this study were selected from the participants in
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the STARRS. All subjects gave written informed
consent to participate in procedures that were
approved by the Human Subjects Committees of
all collaborating clinical institutions. Two study
populations were included in the STARRS Initia-
tive: the New Soldier Study (NSS), which includes
soldiers at the start of their basic training at one of
three Army installations; and the Pre-Post Deploy-
ment Study (PPDS), which collected data from US
Army soldiers in three brigade combat teams prior
to their deployment to Afghanistan. For PPDS
subjects, we considered the information reported
at time 0 (within approximately six weeks prior to
deployment). Detailed information about the
design and conduct of Army STARRS is available
in a previous report (18). STARRS participants
were assessed using a self-administered question-
naire, including a computerized version of the
Composite International Diagnostic Interview
Screening Scales (CIDI-SC) (22). From the CIDI-
SC assessment, we extracted information regarding
lifetime trauma exposure, alcohol misuse, and ND
symptom count.

Assessment of clinical characteristics

Lifetime trauma exposure was defined as the pres-
ence of at least one of the following experiences:
serious physical assault; sexual assault or rape; wit-
nessing someone being seriously injured or killed;
discovering or handling a dead body; a life-threa-
tening illness or injury; a disaster; any other experi-
ence that put the subject at risk of death or serious
injury; murder of a close friend or relative; suicide
of a close friend or relative; combat death of a
close friend or relative; or accidental death of a
close friend or relative. Further details on the
trauma assessments were reported previously (11,
23).

A dimensional measure of alcohol misuse was
derived by summing responses to 13 items that
assessed frequency and consequences of alcohol
use including the array of alcohol misuse symp-
toms: (i) Frequency of Drinking; (ii) Frequency of
Binge Drinking; (iii) Drinking Interfered with
Responsibility; (iv) Drinking Caused an Argu-
ment; (v) Drinking Resulted in Someone Getting
Hurt; (vi) Out of Control Drinking; (vii) Arrested
Due to Drinking; (viii) Worried to Not Be Able to
Drink; (ix) Worried About Drinking; (x) Feel a
Need to Cut Down; (xi) Feel Annoyed by People
Who Mention Drinking; (xii) Feel Guilty About
Drinking; (xiii) Drink First Thing in the Morning.
Respondents rated each symptom on a 5-point fre-
quency scale that ranged from “never” through
“every or nearly every day.” As for our other

genetic studies of substance use disorders (24–27),
we included only subjects who reported having
ever consumed an alcoholic drink (i.e., alcohol
exposed) in the alcohol misuse analysis. Further
details on the alcohol misuse scale were reported in
our previous studies (11, 28).

A dimensional scale of ND was derived by sum-
ming five ND symptoms: (i) “Could not stop or
cut down tobacco use”; (ii) “Stop tobacco use and
had physical symptoms”; (iii) “Tobacco use caused
physical symptoms”; (iv) “Continue tobacco use
with physical symptoms”; (v) “Developed tobacco
tolerance”. In the ND symptoms analysis, we
included only subjects who reported having ever
smoked at least 100 cigarettes lifetime (i.e., nico-
tine exposed).

The NSS and PPDS samples underwent geno-
typing using the Illumina OmniExpress and Exome
array with additional custom content or the Illu-
mina PsychChip array. Methods for genotyping,
imputation, ancestry assignment, and principal
component (PC) analysis were described previ-
ously (23, 29). We used imputed genotypes to max-
imize a consistent SNP panel between the training
and testing sets. In our analysis, we included
imputed SNPs with minor allele frequency ≥5%,
high imputation quality (genotype call probabil-
ity ≥ 0.8), and missingness per marker ≤1%. After
applying these quality control criteria, we obtained
information on more than 4 800 000 variants.

Data analysis

We conducted cross-phenotype PRS analyses using
PRSice software (30) available at http://prsice.inf
o/. For polygenic profile scoring, we used summary
statistics generated from the GWAS of BD (19),
MDD (20), and schizophrenia (21) conducted by
the PGC (available at https://www.med.unc.edu/
pgc/results-and-downloads) considering multiple
association P-value thresholds (PT) for SNP inclu-
sion in our high-resolution analysis. The PRSs
were calculated after using a P-value-informed
clumping with a linkage disequilibrium (LD) cutoff
of r2 = 0.3 within a 500-kb window, and excluding
the major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
region of the genome because of its complex LD
structure. Because the subjects in the GWAS that
were used as sources for summary statistics were of
European descent, we restricted our analysis to
Army STARRS participants of European ances-
try. The PRSs that were generated were fitted in
regression models with adjustments for age, sex,
and the top 10 within-ancestry PCs to calculate
Nagelkerke’s R as the figure of merit for prediction
ability. Before being entered in the regression
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model, alcohol misuse and ND symptom count
were normalized using appropriate Box-Cox
power transformations. The PRS-by-trauma inter-
action test compared the difference between regres-
sion coefficients in the trauma-exposed subjects
with the trauma-unexposed subjects. Due the cor-
relation within the phenotypes investigated, within
the PRS generated, and within the psychiatric dis-
orders considered, we considered a significance
threshold of P = 8.33 9 10�3, accounting for the
number of phenotypes and PRS tested, in accor-
dance with what was recently proposed by other
analyses (29, 31).

Finally, we conducted gene ontology (GO) and
pathway enrichment analyses of the PRS-by-
trauma interaction results that survived correction
for multiple testing. Specifically, we verified the
trauma interaction of the variants included in the
significant PRS and the SNPs with concordant
direction with PRS-by-trauma interaction were
included in the enrichment analysis. We considered
the variants with effect interaction concordant with
the PRS results, because these are driving the inter-
action and, thereby, they should be enriched for
the molecular mechanisms involved. The variants
were mapped to the corresponding genes using the
Ensembl Variant Effect Predictor (32), and then,
the loci were entered in the enrichment analysis
conducted using the PANTHER v11.1 Overrepre-
sentation Test (release 20160715; Reference List:
Homo Sapiens) (33). Bonferroni correction was
applied to the enrichment results for multiple test-
ing. We also verified whether variants included in
the significant PRS showed gene–trauma interac-
tions that survived correction for multiple testing
accounting for the number of variants included in
the PRS. Due to the exploratory nature of this
analysis, FDR q < 0.1 was applied to the single-
variant association analysis for multiple testing
correction.

Results

We investigated how exposure to traumatic
events interacted with genetic predisposition to
psychiatric disorders (BD, MDD, and
schizophrenia) with respect to alcohol misuse
and ND symptoms. The study was conducted in
participants of European descent from the Army
STARRS cohort. The alcohol-misuse investiga-
tion included a total of 10 732 individuals (8346
trauma-exposed and 2386 trauma-unexposed);
the ND symptom analysis included 6132 subjects
(4938 trauma-exposed and 1194 trauma-unex-
posed). The analyses were conducted separately
for the two phenotypic outcomes; thus, the

sample sizes are differed due to the definitions
of exposure of alcohol or nicotine exposed.
Details regarding the characteristics of the two
samples are reported in Table 1.

Table 2 summarizes the top findings observed in
our PRS-by-trauma interaction analysis. Detailed
results are reported in Table S1. The main result
was a significant PRS-by-trauma interaction for
BD PRS on alcohol misuse (top PT = 10�5,
z = 2.74, P = 6.07 9 10�3; Fig. 1). Considering
the top results in the two groups tested, we
observed a positive correlation between BD PRS
and alcohol misuse in trauma-exposed soldiers (top
PT = 0.3, r = 0.029, P = 7.5 9 10�3) and a nega-
tive correlation in trauma-unexposed soldiers (top
PT = 10�5, r = �0.071, P = 5.61 9 10�4). The
top-PT results varied between the groups tested.
This is attributable to the high-resolution PRS
approach applied, which permits maximization of
value of available GWAS summary statistics to
generate PRS (30). The distribution of the BD
PRS in trauma-exposed and trauma-unexposed
individuals is reported in Fig. S1; there is no asso-
ciation between BD PRS and trauma exposure
(Table S2). A nominal replication of the BD result
with consistent effect directions was observed in
the SCZ PRS analysis: PRS-by-trauma interaction
top PT = 10�4, z = 2.46, P = 0.014; trauma-
exposed top PT = 10�3, r = 0.025, P = 0.023;
trauma-unexposed top PT = 10�4, r = �0.040,
P = 0.052.

Considering the top PT for the PRS-by-trauma
interaction (i.e., PT = 10�5), we verified the direc-
tion of trauma interaction of the variants included
in the PRS with respect to alcohol misuse
(Table S3). The variants with gene-by-trauma
interaction direction for alcohol misuse concor-
dant with the PRS-by-trauma interaction showed
significant enrichments for multiple GOs:
GO:0008331�high voltage-gated calcium channel
activity (fold enrichment > 100, P = 1.51 9 10�5);
GO:1990454�L-type voltage-gated calcium channel
complex (fold enrichment > 100, P = 4.49 9
10�6); GO:0030315~T-tubule (fold enrichment >
100, P = 2.07 9 10�6). We also observed signifi-
cant enrichment for the Beta1/Beta2 adrenergic

Table 1. Sample characteristics for alcohol misuse and nicotine dependence
symptoms

Characteristics
Sample–alcohol misuse

N = 10 732
Sample–nicotine dependence

symptoms N = 6132

Age years, mean (SD) 23.1 (5.3) 22.9 (4.9)
Sex, women n (%) 1109 (10) 514 (8)
Trauma, exposed n (%) 8346 (78) 4938 (80)
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receptor signaling pathways (PANTHER Pathway
IDs: P04377 and P04378; fold enrichment = 82.9,
P = 2.61 9 10�4). No enrichment was observed
for the variants with non-concordant interaction
directions. Among the variants included in the sig-
nificant BD PRS (PT = 10�5), AKAP13
rs12902447 showed a trauma exposure interaction
with respect to alcohol misuse concordant with the
PRS-by-trauma interaction that survived multiple
testing correction (P = 3.31 9 10�3, false discov-
ery rate q < 0.1). Nominal trauma interactions
(P < 0.05) were observed for MDD and SCZ PRS
on alcohol misuse. For ND symptoms, no PRS-
by-trauma interaction survived Bonferroni correc-
tion (Table S1). However, we observed a nominally
significant PRS-by-trauma interaction (P = 0.034),
where MDD PRS showed a significant positive
correlation with ND symptoms in trauma-exposed
soldiers (r = 0.041, P = 3.18 9 10�3).

Discussion

Exposure to traumatic events is associated with a
wide range of deleterious health outcomes, and
these negative consequences are related to differ-
ent molecular mechanisms. Among these mecha-
nisms, we can count changes in DNA regulation
that affect the pathways and processes by which
genetic variation is translated into behavioral phe-
notypes (10, 34). These effects should be particu-
larly evident for psychiatric traits, where the role
of traumatic experiences in molding future experi-
ences and behaviors is widely recognized.
Although single loci have been identified as mod-
erators of the response to traumatic experiences
with respect to psychiatric disorders (7–9), evi-
dence that demonstrates effects of trauma expo-
sure on a genome-wide basis is still lacking. For
complex traits, such as those considered in this
study, that is, substance dependence and psychi-
atric disorders, we anticipate a level of complexity
that cannot be well described on the basis of the
actions of one or a few genetic loci. We expect the
genetic architecture to encompass small effects at
many loci across the genome. These kinds of
effects can be modeled by means of high-resolu-
tion polygenic score analysis, the method that we
used to test whether trauma exposure moderates
the correlation of alcohol and nicotine use disor-
ders with psychiatric disorders.

Our investigation identified a significant interac-
tion effect of BD PRS with respect to alcohol mis-
use, when trauma exposure was considered. In
trauma-exposed individuals, the BD PRS was posi-
tively correlated with alcohol misuse (high BD
PRS was associated with high alcohol misuse).
Conversely, in trauma-unexposed subjects, we
observed the opposite effect: BD PRS was nega-
tively correlated with alcohol misuse (high BD
PRS was associated with low alcohol misuse).
These results indicate that there is genetic overlap
between BD and alcohol misuse, but exposure to
traumatic events changes the direction of the
genetic correlation. A nominal replication with
consistent effect direction of the BD results was

Table 2. Top correlations (Nagelkerke’s R, P value) of psychiatric Polygenic Risk Scores (PRSs) with alcohol misuse and nicotine dependence symptoms in trauma-exposed and
trauma-unexposed subjects. PRS-by-trauma interaction (PRS 9 Trauma) results (Z score, P value) are also reported. Full results are reported in Table S1

PRS

Alcohol misuse Nicotine dependence symptoms

Trauma-exposed Trauma-unexposed PRS9Trauma Trauma-exposed Trauma-unexposed PRSxTrauma

BD 0.029, 7.5 9 10�3 �0.071, 5.61 9 10�4 2.74, 6.07 9 10�3 0.029, 0.045 �0.039, 0.183 1.15, 0.249
MDD 0.014, 0.193 0.045, 0.029 �2.29, 0.022 0.042, 3.18 9 10�3 �0.026, 0.373 2.12, 0.034
SCZ 0.025, 0.023 �0.040, 0.052 2.46, 0.014 0.030, 0.032 0.034, 0.241 1.45, 0.146

Fig. 1. Relationship between alcohol misuse and BD PRS in
trauma-exposed and trauma-unexposed individuals. The
results reported for both groups are those related to the top PT
in the PRSxTrauma analysis (i.e., PT = 10�5). [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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also present in the SCZ PRS analysis. The differ-
ence of significance may be due to variability in the
statistical power of the GWAS used to generate
the PRS. It could also be attributable to a true bio-
logical difference between the traits and their rela-
tionships to trauma and alcohol.

Exposure to traumatic events is associated with
a greater risk of psychiatric disorders (3, 4), includ-
ing alcohol use disorders and BD (6, 35). It is also
known that BD patients exposed to traumatic
events are more likely to have a co-occurring alco-
hol use disorder (36). These data indicate that
there are multiple interactive processes linking
trauma, genetics, BD, and alcohol misuse. Trauma
exposure is a known risk factor for BD, and
patients with the disorder (i.e., those with high
genetic liability for BD) are often trauma-exposed.
In this scenario, the observed epidemiological cor-
relation between BD and alcohol use disorder is
driven by the effect of trauma on the genetics of
BD. Thus, in individuals with high genetic liability
for BD who do not develop the disease because of
lack of trauma exposure, their genetic predisposi-
tion to BD would be protective from alcohol mis-
use. That is—genetic BD predisposition that is
unfulfilled with respect to BP because of lack of
deleterious environmental events, may play out as
protective with respect to alcohol dependence. This
scenario may explain the apparently counterintu-
itive protective association between BD PRS and
alcohol misuse in trauma-unexposed subjects. As
mentioned, this is just one possible scenario to
explain the results; other potential explanations
may involve a more complex interplay among
trauma exposure, BD, and alcohol misuse.

To understand the biological meaning of our
result, we conducted GO and pathway enrichment
analyses. We observed a strong enrichment for
GOs related to L-type voltage-gated calcium chan-
nel activity. The role of calcium signaling has long
been implicated in BD (37) and GWAS confirmed
its involvement (19). L-type calcium channel
antagonists have also been used to treat BD for
over 30 years, albeit with inconsistent results (38).
The activity of L-type calcium channels is also
known to be involved in moderating alcohol con-
sumption: A recent in vivo study demonstrated that
central Cav1.2 channels mediate alcohol-seeking
behaviors (39). Pregabalin, a calcium channel sub-
unit ligand, has shown promise in the treatment of
drug and alcohol withdrawal symptoms (40).
These data support the results of our enrichment
analysis, in which L-type voltage-gated calcium
channel activity appeared to be a mechanism
involved in both alcohol misuse and BD. Further-
more, multiple lines of evidence indicate that this

system is involved in stress response. In rats, block-
ade of L-type calcium channels enhances stress-
induced impairment of memory retrieval (41). In
patients affected by calcium channelopathy (i.e.,
carriers of calcium channel gene mutations), psy-
chological or physical stress is one of the triggers
associated with transient neurological impairments
(42). Recent genome-wide investigations of trauma
interaction and post-traumatic stress disorder iden-
tified calcium signaling as one of the mechanisms
involved (11, 43). Accordingly, our current results
expand the previously identified BD-associated
mechanisms, showing trauma exposure and volt-
age-gated calcium channel activity could be one of
the gene mechanism–environment interactions at
the basis of BD pathophysiology.

Our pathway enrichment analysis identified
Beta1/Beta2 adrenergic receptor signaling path-
ways. This is consistent with the recognized role of
L-type calcium channels in the fight-or-flight stress
responses, which are triggered by a signaling path-
way involving b-adrenergic receptors together with
cyclic adenosine monophosphate, and protein
kinase A (PKA) (44). With respect to substance
abuse, b-adrenergic receptors seem to mediate the
stressor-induced reinstatement of extinguished
drug-induced conditioned place preference in mice
(45). This experimental evidence is consistent with
our results that alcohol misuse and BD share
genetic mechanisms related to L-type calcium
channel activity, and trauma exposure is a power-
ful moderator of this overlap. Further confirma-
tion of the relevance of the mechanisms identified
by our study is provided by the identification of
AKAP13 rs12902447 as a potential locus involved
in gene-by-trauma interaction. This gene is
included in A-kinase anchoring proteins (AKAPs),
which bind PKA subunits regulating synaptic plas-
ticity and memory consolidation (46). The inhibi-
tion of PKA anchoring to A-kinase anchoring
proteins impairs consolidation and facilitates
extinction of contextual fear memories (47).

No PRS-by-trauma interaction was observed for
ND symptoms. This could be due to the smaller
sample size available for this trait. However, we
found that MDD PRS was positively correlated
with ND symptoms in trauma-exposed soldiers
with a nominally significant PRS-by-trauma inter-
action. This is in line with previous studies indicat-
ing that shared genetic and environmental factors
and interactive mechanisms underlie the associa-
tion of smoking with depression (48). Our data
suggest that trauma exposure may be one of the
interactive factors involved in this comorbidity,
but further investigation using larger samples is
needed to confirm this preliminary result.
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In conclusion, our results show that the genetic
overlap between alcohol misuse and BD is signifi-
cantly moderated by trauma exposure. This pro-
vides insight into the complex mechanisms that
link substance abuse, psychiatric disorders, and
trauma exposure. In particular, we identified speci-
fic molecular pathways involving L-type calcium
channels, beta adrenergic receptors signaling, and
A-kinase anchoring proteins. We hypothesize that
these are shared mechanisms in alcohol misuse and
BD and that there is moderation via the exposure
to traumatic events. Our study suggests that, in
individuals exposed to trauma, drugs targeting
calcium signaling (38, 40) could be efficacious in
reducing their risk of developing alcohol use disor-
der. However, the findings presented in this study
may be specific to the cohort investigated, which is
a military mostly-male sample, and may be not
generalizable to cohorts with different characteris-
tics. Further studies will be needed to follow up the
current hypotheses and test them in other popula-
tion groups. In particular, longitudinal studies
could help to dissect how the time of trauma expo-
sure interacts with genetic predisposition to psychi-
atric disorders in determining psychiatric and
behavioral traits.
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Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online
version of this article:
Fig. S1. Distribution of the BD PRS (PT = 10�5) in subjects
exposed and unexposed to trauma.
Table S1. Results of the PRSxTrauma interaction study of
Alcohol Misuse and ND symptoms.
Table S2. Association results between BD PRS and trauma
exposure.
Table S3. Gene-by-Trauma interaction (GxT) results for Alco-
hol Misuseof the variants included in the BD PRS
(PT = 10�5).
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